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Going North

N

ORMALLY WHEN YOU are new to somewhere you spend time
shaking hands and trying desperately to remember faces and
names. Starting a placement during a pandemic has shattered the
usual and opened up the exceptional.

My name is Tom Cook and I am a curate (training vicar) who has spent the last
couple of months on placement with the North Cheltenham Team Ministry as an
opportunity to gain more experiences and to serve in a different context.
“What have you been doing?” I hear you call from your lockdown sanctuary. Well, I
have been cycling around the multiple parishes and getting to grips with where things
are, praying and listening. I have especially enjoyed the area of Wymans Brook and
now I am starting to get to know the community there. I love to hear people’s
stories and learn more about their life.
One of the parish stories I have been learning is that of Celebrate!, our
children’s/family service which runs out of St Mary’s Prestbury. Celebrate! is now
online and weekly engaging with families to inspire people in their faith and this time.
Working with a wonderful group of committed volunteers has been such a joy for
me. I am excited to think about what might come next for this ministry.
Another way I have been able to learn more of people’s stories has been via our
online coffee morning, ‘Tea with Tom’. I have loved being able to meet people
digitally and feel like I am getting to know them even if I have never seen them in
their fully dimensional form. If you wanted to come along then we would love to
welcome you!
Coming into a new area, with new people at an odd time raises some interesting
thoughts and feelings for me. What can I offer in a limited placement of three
months? What can I bring that might be of some help to people’s faith adventures?
Who am I or what right do I have to say anything? The bit of the Bible which we read
on Sunday in our churches has something in there that I think helps with this feeling.
During the feeding of the 5000, Jesus tells his disciples to feed the huge crowd.
Shocked by this, the disciples said, in desperation, that they only had five loaves and
two fish. A tiny amount when faced with the challenge of feeding so many. But Jesus
takes the little we have and uses it to do big things. I feel very small in a team which
covers a patch 6km wide.
So, what do I do on this placement? I bring the little I have in hope that God will take
it and use it. My prayer is that by doing this, it might inspire others to take whatever
they have, big or small, and do something with it for God’s Kingdom.

Revd Tom Cook
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LOOKING FORWARD

[Saul Steinberg]

FUTURE SIMPLE AND FUTURE PERFECT
In an early poem called ‘Triple Time’, Philip Larkin presents the ways in which desire and
memory can colour both the future and the past and distract us from the present, ‘A time
unrecommended by event.’ Hopeful childhood sees the future as ‘An air lambent with adult
enterprise’ and then, looking back, we view a land of missed opportunities:
‘A valley cropped by fat neglected chances
That we insensately forebore to fleece.’
In another poem from the same collection, The Less Deceived (1955), about hopes and time
called ‘Next, Please’, the future is initially represented as a ‘Sparkling armada of promises’
and yet by the end of the poem that resplendent image has turned into another ship
altogether:
‘Only one ship is seeking us, a blackSailed unfamiliar, towing at her back
A huge and birdless silence. In her wake
No waters breed or break.’
As someone wittily said, the only certainties in life are death and taxes. And some taxes
such as Inheritance Tax are payable posthumously. So what is there to look forward to in
the diminishing time before us? So much, and the feeling that our span may be running out
lends piquancy to every joy and pleasure available in the days left to us. ‘Look thy last on all
things lovely.’ And who said that you should plant a garden as if you are going to live
forever but enjoy it as if you are going to die tomorrow?
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I once wrote down a list of all the great joys and pleasures in life but then I lost my own
recipe for the pursuit of happiness and so I am trying to recall it now. What was on that
wholesome list of commonplaces? Or, more to the point, what would be on your list?
There is so much to look forward to and so much less time in which to enjoy it.
According to the Danish philosopher Søren Kierkegaard (1813 – 1855), ‘Life can only be
understood backwards; but it can only be lived forwards.’ In other words, we need the
perspective and benefit of hindsight in order to comprehend the courses and patterns of
our own lives. Kierkegaard was an interesting thinker even though his cogitations took him
towards Danish gloom. Elsewhere he said, ‘Life is not a problem to be solved, but a reality
to be experienced.’ As regards posterity, he asserted that ‘The most painful state of being is
remembering the future, particularly the one you’ll never have.’ For my part, I think that is a
rather tortuous way of regretting our inevitable mortality. I prefer to pass on a sense of
life’s inestimable blessings rather than pitying the self who will not be there to enjoy them.
In addition to those futures to which I shall look forward in the future simple tense, there is
also that wonderfully named tense called the future perfect. You will have enjoyed. We
shall have overcome. They will have benefited. It often suggests fulfilment and completion of
a kind. Even, he will have failed, although he tried his hardest.
When I was young there was a popular song called ‘Que Sera, Sera’ sung by Doris Day in
1956 when it went to number one in the British Hit Parade. The chorus went on
‘Whatever will be, will be/ The future’s not ours to see/ Que sera, sera/ What will be will
be.’ Futurology tends to be a route to speculative errors but a quick look at the present is
not exactly reassuring either. Reading the newspapers and looking at international politics,
it is hard to endorse T.S. Eliot echoing Julian of Norwich:
‘And all shall be well and
All manner of thing shall be well.’
Nevertheless, hope and optimism are what keep us going. As Mel Brooks said: ‘Hope for
the best. Expect the worst. Life is a play. We’re unrehearsed.’
Duncan Forbes
~3~
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TEA WITH TOM – every Tuesday at
11.00 am
My name is Tom and I am a curate joining you from the
West Cheltenham Parish on placement for a little while.
I have enjoyed my first year as deacon and look forward
to learning more from everyone across the North
Cheltenham Team. It would be great to get to know
more of you. Therefore, I am happy to invite you to,
“Tea with Tom”. This is a light hearted time to have a
drink and a cake from the comfort of your home. I look
forward to getting to know you better! Tuesdays from
11.00 am via Zoom. Zoom ID: 819 1394 0076 Password: 346649 Join Zoom Meeting
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/81913940076?pwd=d3ltL0N3dmxrWi9aT0JqTGJxa3ppZz09
Revd Tom Cook
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Seaside Holidays, Then and Now
“LURE OF THE SEASIDE PROVES TOO STRONG FOR NATION AT A LOOSE END”.
Such was a Daily Telegraph headline after temperatures in the UK topped 90°F (32°C) for
the second day running (June 24 and 25). Lockdown rules were still in place but were beginning
to ease and the great British public took matters into their own hands and headed in their
many thousands to the seaside. They just had to get onto a beach and splash about in the
briny, ignoring many of the rules designed to protect the public from coronavirus.
The situation was much the same in 1945. It was a hot summer and after six hard years of
conflict we had at last defeated the enemy and were at peace. In August of that year,
desperate for a seaside holiday, my parents decided that we should spend a week in Folkestone.
My mother and sister, Eanswythe, would travel by train and my father and I by motorcycle.
Even though the war in Europe had ended three months beforehand, rationing was still on a
wartime footing (i.e. strict), food, clothing and fuel still in very short supply - especially fuel.
Dad had saved petrol and stored it in bottles in the coalhouse. That was enough to get us
almost to Folkestone. What he could not get into the motorcycle tank he kept in bottles
and these he put in a knapsack which he strapped to my back. I became what I can only
describe as being a “mobile fuel dump”. For the return journey dad had saved, and been
given, petrol coupons which could be used at garages along the way.
Folkestone is about 200 miles from Cheltenham which is a long way for a 15 year old boy
perched on a pillion that was fixed to the rear mudguard and resembled a spongy house
brick. To help keep my concentration and prevent me from dozing and falling off, Dad
appointed me map reader and route planner (I had studied this craft while serving in the
Army Cadet Force during the war and he thought my training should be put to some
practical use). This suited me admirably.
As a teenager, horses and racing in particular was all I thought about. At the end of the war
I joined the Youth Hostels Association. This is not because I wanted to hike or bike all over
the country for as little as one shilling and sixpence for bed and breakfast. It was because I
wanted to spend a few days in what I looked upon as heaven and others called Newmarket.
There was no way I could find accommodation in Newmarket during race week even if I
could afford it so joining the YHA seemed a good way out. The nearest hostel to
Newmarket was 9 miles away at Cambridge so I booked in for the maximum three days
allowed taking care to let the warden know I was on a walking tour of the area. I also took
care that no one from the youth hostel saw me sneak into the railway station and jump
onto the train that would take me to my “heaven”! That is how keen I was on horseracing!
So back to the motorcycle. I plotted our course to take us through all the training
establishments on the Berkshire Downs and beyond and the return trip via Epsom on Bank
Holiday (unknown to my father) where I knew there would be racing and I knew that if we
ended up on the Downs the racing would be free. It all worked a treat.
Except for one thing. Lechlade is about 20 miles or so from home and it was just as we
were two miles beyond this quiet little town that we were shot at - at least that is what we
thought. We were wrong. It was a puncture in the rear tyre above which I was perched on
my “spongy house brick”. Instructed to dismount (I was well used to obeying orders with
alacrity as my father was also my C.O. in the Cadet Force). I was told to walk on towards
Folkestone, 180 miles distant, with a gallon or so of petrol strapped to my back. Dad,
~6~
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meanwhile, would sit as far forward on the petrol tank as possible to lessen the weight on
the flat tyre and drive on in search of a garage that he hoped would render assistance. With
my precious cargo firmly fixed between my shoulder blades I marched on towards the next
habitation which was eight-miles distant, Faringdon. I must have covered five of those miles
before I saw a motorcycle ridden by a triumphant father racing towards me. A garage had
been found in Faringdon, tyre repaired and the journey to the sea resumed. Every now and
again we stopped for a leg stretch and pour petrol from my bottles into the motorbike’s
fuel tank thus keeping it nicely topped up and my heavy burden lessened. Health and Safety?
Unheard of in those days!
Why, you may ask, was distant Folkestone the chosen seaside for our holiday and not
closer-to-home Weston-super-Mare or even Torbay? It was because Folkestone was where
my parents honeymooned in April 1930. Had I been born a girl I would have been
christened Eanswythe for that is the name of the Patron Saint of Folkestone. The parish
church is dedicated to her and it is there that my parents received their first Holy Communion
as a married couple. (The second child was a girl and duly christened Eanswythe).
In all her growing-up years my sister disliked her Christian name and it was the cause of
ridicule at school. Days of leg-pull now far gone and then, suddenly, during my sisters 88th
year the name of Eanswythe was headline news in the national dailies. In the Daily
Telegraph of March 7th 2020 is written “bones hidden away by monks during the
Reformation have been confirmed as belonging to one of England’s earliest saints who
founded the country’s first nunnery. The seventh-century remains of St Eanswythe, a
Kentish royal saint who was the daughter and granddaughter of Anglo-Saxon kings have
finally been identified by historians.”
Tooth and bone samples were carbon dated and the results pointed to a high probability of
a mid-seventh century death date. The relics mark a period that saw the very beginning of
Christianity in England and signify continuous Christian witness in Folkestone that stretches
from her life to the present day.
King Ethelbert, St Eanswythe’s grandfather, was the first English king to convert to
Christianity under the Roman monk, Augustine. The discovery has been hailed as a
stunning result of national importance and has drawn comparisons with the exhumation of
King Richard III after DNA confirmed that bones found beneath the Leicester car park in
2012 were those of the former king of England.
As for our family holiday at the end of the war, it was a little disappointing for Eanswythe
and I as we were not allowed onto the sands. The beach was still dangerous with
unexploded mines that had yet to be cleared and various barbed-wire defences.
The motorcycle journey home was a very different kettle of fish. My father, a non-racing
man, was enchanted with Epsom Races on August Bank Holiday and I was in my element.
He was fascinated by the tipsters, Prince Monolulu, escapologists and several Gypsy Rose
Lee’s telling fortunes. I had my first glimpses of Gordon Richards, Harry Wragg and the top
jockeys of the day battling their way around Tattenham Corner.
To have been able to show my father all that attracted me to horseracing - and for him to
understand, pleased me more than I can say. Very sadly, the war had taken toll of his health
and he died four years later while still in his 40s. He knew nothing of my long life in the
world of the thoroughbred racehorse.
Bernard Parkin
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Monumental Brasses
What are Monumental Brasses?
One of the earliest memorials to the
deceased was the incised slab; a flat stone
with the outline of a cross, sword or the
deceased, cut directly into it. By the end of
the 13th century part of the carvings, such
as the head, hands or feet, were filled with
metals, to add a richer finish. Eventually the
entire figure was treated thus, and so the
brass had arrived. The brass is made from a
mixture of copper, tin, lead and zinc and
England has about eight thousand brasses.
Those with pieces missing, as shown in this
example at Northleach church, give an idea
of how the engraved pieces were laid into
an indentation (matrix) by a mason, and
secured on a bed of pitch. Later the elements were held in place by brass rivets which were
driven into lead plugs already inserted. The earliest brasses were the best-made and their
thicker base has survived better than those which were created later.

Who erected monumental brasses?
Monumental brasses are one of the most common forms of memorial to have survived. It is
believed that to Bishop Iso von Wölpe (c.1170–1231) at Verden, in modern Germany, is
the oldest surviving brass monument in Europe. In England early brasses were imported,
but later they were made by guilds, mainly at York, Norwich, Ipswich and London; the
latter made the finest. A brass memorial was cheaper than a stone effigy and was bought by
the lesser gentry and rising merchant class. Several Cotswold churches, notably at
Northleach, Cirencester and Chipping Campden, have such monuments to wool
merchants. For the deceased these monuments show rank, (military, cleric) the emblems of
office, the trade pursued and so on. They portray a range of costume, for old and young,
male and female, various designs, heraldic symbols, the tools of trade and much more. The
costume and other features do not always reflect the date of the death of the person
commemorated, since many were bought off the peg. Often memorials are located within
the floor of churches, with a request for people to abstain from walking on them. Making a
brass rubbing was a popular pastime but nowadays most churches take better care of their
treasures, and a few even have their brass monuments fixed to walls or held behind railings.

The makeup of a monumental brass
The completed brass was put in a ledger stone, which could be two metres in length. A
border would stretch around and circular discs, possibly showing saints or a woolmark, for
example, would be positioned at the corners. Towards the top was a full-length portrait of
the individual, or the couple, commemorated, often the hands held in prayer. The etched
costume is of great interest, showing detail of gowns, footwear and for some females the
changing styles in headgear, from coifs and horseshoe caps to butterfly and kennel
~ 10 ~
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headdresses. Some of the features are most impressive, especially in early brasses, and
there are V-necks lined with fur or narrow sleeves ending in fur-cuffs. Frequently a pendant,
or a pomander, would hang from the waist, or neck, dangling on a long chain. Often the
people are standing on symbols of their trade or rank, a woolsack, sheep, barrels of ale, a
lion or a pet dog. At Deerhurst Lady Casey has her pointed shoes resting on a greyhound
called Terri, which is wearing a collar of bells; this is the only known named-dog. Canopies
above people were introduced at the time of Edward II, and from the late 14th century
civilians were shown with a short sword, or dagger, in their belt.
As the 15th century approached so children were positioned on
separate plates in the bottom half of the frame; males below their
father and females below mother. In later-pieces attempts were
made to make the display appear more realistic, and even to give it
a 3D look, with a gap, for example, between, the arms and body or
between a group of children lined up. The gap can be seen in this
example from Deerhurst, dated about 1520, of a lady sporting a
kennel headdress. In the lower part of the monument pieces were
inserted which contained text, usually in Latin. An inscription plate
at Mere church, Wilts, was positioned upside down, obviously the
mason was illiterate despite his carving ability! A prayer scroll, again
generally written in Latin, appears from the mouth of some people
rather like a speech bubble; a similar feature can be found in the
medieval glass of some windows, for example at Fairford church.

Mural Plates
Around the time of the Reformation a single
brass plate, rather than an assemblage of about
thirty pieces, came into fashion. More compact,
such mural plates contained all of the relevant
information about the deceased and his family.
This example shown, dated 1568, exists in the
church at Fordingbridge, Hants. It is dedicated
to the memory of William Bulkeley, his wife
Jane and their children; three sons and five
daughters. Above the children is the initial letter
of their name. Note that the couple kneel
behind a prayer desk, with their respective sons
and daughters behind. The descriptive text at
the bottom of the plate is in English. At
Whittington church is a similar mural plate to
Richard Cotton and his wife. The former died during THE REYGNE OF KINGE PHYLLYPP
AND QVEENE MARYE. The popularity of monumental brasses declined during the Civil
War, when many were destroyed. From time to time a piece was re-used, its underside
was carved and became the new top; this piece is known as a palimpsest.
Edward Wyatt
~ 11 ~
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They rest in St Mary’s Churchyard
Sir Maurice Stack KCB, is reported as travelling from Ireland with his wife Lady Cecilia
to take up residence at The Hayes, Prestbury in December 1872.
It can be no coincidence that this former senior officer in the 3rd (Queens Own) Bengal
Cavalry was taking up residence just a short distance from Lord Ellenborough, a former
Governor of India.
Maurice, born in Ireland in 1796, was the second son of the Rev John Stack and his wife
Elizabeth. He entered the Army in 1815 and served for many years in India. He married
Cecilia Spottiswoode in 1824, the daughter of an officer of the Madras Civil Service.
Maurice proved to be a very successful soldier, eventually becoming a Major General in
1854, a Lt General in 1868 and a General in 1873. He was made a Companion of Honour
of the Bath (Military division) in 1843 and a Knight Commander of the order in 1867. This
last honour was presented by Queen Victoria in a private audience.
During their time in Prestbury Sir Maurice and Lady Cecilia frequently travelled. They are
reported several times in the Cheltenham Examiner as visiting London and on one occasion
Torquay. Sir Maurice died on the 20 July 1880 and was buried at St Mary’s by John Bagot de
La Bere. The grave on the north side of the church reads “Till the day breaks and the
shadows fade away”.
According to the 1881 and 1891 Census, Lady Cecilia (living on her own means) remained
at The Hayes accompanied by her daughter Helen Berthon, a widow, who was born in
Poona. In 1893 they moved to Terhill House, Pittville Circus where Lady Cecilia died in
January 1897. She was buried in her husband’s grave on the 13th February 1897 by the Rev
Urling Smith.
Tony Noel
Prestbury Local History Society

Sponsored Wysis Way Run
I’d like to say a BIG THANK YOU to everyone who supported me on my recent
sponsored ultra-marathon run. I was so grateful to receive support from friends and family
who turned out on the day (what a lovely surprise) to wish me well and encourage me to
keep going, as well as supplying top-ups of food and drink. Also, I am very thankful indeed
for your incredible generosity in terms of sponsorship and kind messages of support. The
total raised is £129 for Vale wildlife rescue and rehabilitation centre and £1,330 for
St Lawrence and St Mary Magdalene churches.
A terrific effort all round !!
Helen Mann
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The 2021 Admissions Policies for
St Mary’s Infant School and Prestbury St Mary’s Junior School
As you may know, our village schools have criteria on the Admissions Policies for church
attendance.
To apply under these criteria the children have to live in the Parish and at least one parent
has to be on the Electoral Roll of the Parish of Prestbury (comprises St Mary’s and
St Nicolas’ churches) OR is a member of Prestbury United Reformed Church. The parent
has to have attended an act of worship at any of these churches at least once a month
during the 2 years prior to the Local Authority closing date for applications.
During the COVID-19 pandemic, churches and other religious buildings have been closed
by law for public worship and for other uses. Since the school’s oversubscription criteria
includes church attendance (at a specified frequency and period of time), parents and their
children are unable to meet the criteria under the terms of our current admissions
arrangements.
Following instructions from the Diocese of Gloucester, the Governing Body of the
Prestbury St Mary’s Federation will apply to the Office of the Schools Adjudicator to allow
an amendment (‘variation’) to the 2021 Admissions Policies for St Mary’s Infant School,
Prestbury and Prestbury St Mary’s Junior School.
The variation provides clarification that will enable parents and others concerned with
admissions matters to identify clearly how church attendance is determined for admissions
where these oversubscription criteria are relevant. It also provides for the potential of
church closures being required during the pandemic if there is a need for local, regional or
national re-imposition of control measures. The variation will apply for subsequent years.
The criteria affected are:
Church (Priority Area within the parish)
Children of parents who live in the priority area of the ecclesiastical parish of Prestbury of
whom at least one parent is on the Electoral Roll of the parish of Prestbury which
comprises St Mary’s and St Nicolas’ churches, or is a member of Prestbury United
Reformed Church, and has attended an act of worship at any of these churches at least
once a month during the 2 years prior to the Local Authority closing date for applications.
Church (Non-Priority Area within the parish)
Children of parents who live in the rest of the ecclesiastical parish of Prestbury of whom at
least one parent is on the Electoral Roll of the parish of Prestbury which comprises
St Mary’s and St Nicolas’ churches, or is a member of Prestbury United Reformed Church,
and has attended an act of worship at any of these churches at least once a month during
the 2 years prior to the Local Authority closing date for applications.
We propose to add the following variation:
In the event that during the period specified for attendance at worship the church has been
closed for public worship and has not provided alternative premises for that worship, the
requirements of these admissions arrangements in relation to attendance will only apply to
the period when the church or alternative premises have been available for public worship.
~ 14 ~
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Basically, this means that if people are attending regularly when the church is open for
public worship, they should meet the admissions criteria.
The Church of England has advised us that, now that churches are open for public worship,
attendance for private prayer does not qualify under the admissions policies, nor does
watching livestreamed services. Only attendance at public worship will qualify.
We realise that some parents may be clinically vulnerable or are shielding or, for whatever
reason, may not wish to return to public worship immediately; if this is the case then they
should let their Minister or Vicar know.
For those who wish to apply for a place in 2021 or 2022, Sunday 15 March 2020 was the
last day of public worship before Lockdown; St Mary’s and St Nicolas’ re-opened for public
worship on 12 July and the URC will be opening later in the year.
I hope that this information has helped anyone who is going to apply to the schools in 2021
and 2022 with a ‘church letter’
The updated policies will be on the school websites. If you have any comments or questions
about the policies please contact me at

admissions@st-marys-prestbury-inf.gloucs.sch.uk
Fiona Hall (Chair, Admissions Committee, Prestbury St Mary’s Foundation)
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PRESTBURY PARISH COUNCIL GO THE EXTRA THIRD
OF A MILE WITH £200,000 INVESTMENT IN SPORTS
FACILITIES FOR PRESTBURY
Work has been completed on £200,000 worth of new sports and exercise facilities for the
village of Prestbury. The new facilities on Prestbury Playing Fields, will include a Multi-Use
Games Area (MUGA), a one third of a mile circuit, an adult outdoor gym area and an
enhanced children’s play area. These facilities will add to the Football Pitch, youth pitch and
Tennis Courts already in the immediate area.
The new development was made possible by financial contributions from Bovis and Bloor
Homes as part of their development on Starvehall Farm. The new facilities have been
constructed by Caloo Ltd, UK based specialists in supplying fitness and playground
equipment for outdoor areas.
Linda Langrish, a Councillor from Prestbury Parish Council who has chaired the Working
Group for the project commented: “This is a great facility for the whole community, with
something truly for everyone - the MUGA for team sports, the enhanced children’s play
area, the adult outdoor gym equipment and the Daily Mile circuit for all ages to encourage
regular exercise. We are very excited to bring this development to the village and we are
very confident it will be greatly enjoyed by many people. In many respects the timing of the
completion of this facility could not have been better with the current focus on tackling
obesity and adopting more healthy lifestyles.”
The new multi-use games area will be suitable for 5-a-side football, netball and basketball,
with lines pre-marked for each sport. The facility which can be floodlit until 9pm will be
available for hire by the hour at £25 per hour plus £5 per hour for floodlight use and must
be pre-booked via the Prestbury Parish Council website – www.prestbury-pc.gov.uk.
The outside adult gym area will have 4 stations, for up to 6 adults to use at one time. There
will be a leg press, rowing machine, upper limb press and cross rider. The Parish Council
hope to run dedicated group personal training sessions for local residents, of all ages:
teenagers through to older age groups.
The Daily Mile is a ⅓ mile circuit of the playing field, will enable running or walking in a safe,
car-free environment. Children, parents with children in prams, adults of all ages can
benefit.
Richard Fishlock, Physical Activity Specialist - facilities and active design, at Active
Gloucestershire commented: “We are delighted to see this investment into sport and
physical activity in Prestbury, and congratulate the Parish Council and the local community
for making the scheme a reality. The new facilities perfectly complement what was on
already offer at the Playing Fields and give local people of all ages and abilities some great
opportunities to get active with their families, friends and teammates.”
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August 2020 Diary
All our events have been suspended, postponed or cancelled because of the Covid-19
outbreak. Our church buildings are open for public worship on Sundays and occasional
stewarded private prayer at set times (see northchelt.org.uk for times) and closed at all
other times. Services are being streamed on the internet by our clergy. You may find
details of these on the team web page – live.northchelt.org.uk
Go to https://www.northchelt.org.uk for the latest news.

August 2020 Calendar
SUNDAY

2 8th Sunday after Trinity

SUNDAY

9 St Lawrence

SUNDAY

16 Assumption of the Blessed Virgin Mary

SUNDAY

23 11th Sunday after Trinity

SUNDAY

30 12th Sunday after Trinity

See page 7
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Stumbling in the darkness of prejudice
Yet I am writing you a new command; its truth is seen in him and in you, because the
darkness is passing and the true light is already shining. Anyone who claims to be in the
light but hates a brother or sister is still in the darkness. Anyone who loves their brother and
sister lives in the light, and there is nothing in them to make them stumble. But anyone who
hates a brother or sister is in the darkness and walks around in the darkness. They do not
know where they are going, because the darkness has blinded them.
First letter of John 2:8-11 NIV

T

HIS PASSAGE IS PART of a letter from the Apostle John, written to fellow

believers. The message is simple and bold: when we ‘hate’ another person, we
are lost in a darkness. Hatred not only results in this blindness but more
often than not is born out of blindness and ignorance. Prejudice is fear based on what
is perceived to be foreign or strange to us; as human beings we tend to be wary of
‘otherness,’ fearful of those people whose behaviours or appearances we do not
understand. That fear is deeply harmful, poisonous to individuals and communities.
Recently the Black Lives Matter movement has, rightly, heightened our awareness of racism,
sparked by incidents of police brutality in America. We must not ignore the stark racial
inequality that exists in this country: according to the Guardian, 38% of people from ethnic
minorities said they had been wrongly suspected of shoplifting in the last five years,
compared with 14% of white people. This is one small example. This movement has
hopefully forced us to ‘do the work’ of examining our own deeply held prejudices, even if
they are not regularly challenged in our day to day life in relatively homogenous Prestbury.
This can be an uncomfortable process.
What prejudices do you hold? Fear of people outside your social class? Fear of people
outside your sexuality? Your ethnicity? Prejudice holds us in ‘the darkness.’ We may think
that we do not hold any ‘hate’ in this sense but we must look out for such thinking in
ourselves and others, on guard to challenge micro-aggressions and ignorant attitudes. The
first step of fighting our own prejudice is recognising it as prejudice- we must be honest
with ourselves. The next step is understanding: this may mean reading books from a more
diverse range of writers or seeking to understand the experiences of people we do not
normally mix with.
In this passage the ‘light’ and ‘darkness’ have a sense of permanence whereas it is us people
who ‘stumble,’ reminding us of our responsibility and free-will to move towards the light
that is God. Love must always be central to our faith. As Christians we are commanded to
‘Love each other’ (John 15:12) and this must mean everyone, not just those people who
look or behave like ourselves.
Zoe Wilson
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Parish Directory continued
Parish Magazine
Editor: (vacancy)

magazine@prestbury.net

contact 515941

Advertising & Sales: Richard Johnson
advertising@prestbury.net

224823

St Mary’s C of E (VA) Schools
Executive Head Teacher : Mr Matt Fletcher
Junior School:
Infant School:

244387
244054

Hall Letting
Prestbury Hall, Bouncers Lane

239590

St Nicolas Hall, Swindon Lane

244373

prestbury.hall@prestbury.net
stnicolas.hall@prestbury.net

Parish Giving Scheme
76 Kingsholm Road,
Gloucester GL1 3BD

info@parishgiving.org.uk

0333 002 1260

Prestbury Parish Magazine is usually published on the last Sunday of the month.
The deadline for copy is the Sunday 2 weeks before this.
Because we are not printing at present the magazine first appears on the website
by the last day of the preceding month and the deadline is more relaxed.
Copy may be sent in a clearly marked envelope to ‘Prestbury Parish Magazine’
2 Honeysuckle Close, Prestbury, Cheltenham, GL52 5LN
or by email to magazine@prestbury.net

September Magazine Deadline: 16 August 2020
Future Theme: September:

Films
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